
Important Meet Highlights (Please also read complete Covid safety procedures included in this 

packet as well): 

- Anyone not following face covering and social distancing guidelines will be warned once.  After 1st 
warning, will be removed from the meet & Facility.   NO EXCEPTIONS! 

 
- All Swimmers, coaches, officials and volunteers MUST wear face coverings and practice social 

distancing inside building.  Only exception is when drinking or for swimmers when in the water. 
 

- No spectators at this meet, which allows for more swimmers to compete in meet due to capacity 
restraints. 
  

- We will  be streaming all  the meet sessions on our Public PACK Swimming Facebook Page, which you 
can find at:  
https://www.facebook.com/PACK-Swimming-198712450171752 
 

- Swimmers will only be in pool area.  No other parts of school will be open.            
 

- This meet will be a pre-seeded.   No circle in for any events.    
 

- There will be no on-deck entries at this meet. 
 

- PACK will provide all timers for each session.  Timers will be required to wear masks and social distance.   
 

- For the 500 Free, each swimmer will be required to supply a lap counter (which should be another 
swimmer in the meet session). 
 

- No concessions or hospitality room at the meet. 
 

- Swimmers must enter and leave the facility in their swimsuits.  Locker rooms and restrooms will be for 
restroom use only.  No changing allowed in facility.  Restrooms in locker rooms are for swimmer use only, 
and only 1 swimmer allowed in at a time.  Other restrooms are limited to 2 at a time in the restroom. 
 

- Everyone will exit the building through the exit doors just past the restrooms.  This is a separate set of 
doors than the entrance doors. 
 
 

- Finals will be top 24 from prelims sessions, Will have A, B, C finals for each age group and gender (13-14 
girls, 13-14 boys, 15 & Over girls, 15 & Over boys) and swum C, B, A. 
 

- All prelim heats and finals heats will be staged. Swimmers should report to designated staging area 2 heats 

before they swim. 

 

- In a Prelim/Finals meet, the finalists and alternates for finals shall be announced and shall have 30 minutes 

after the announcement to scratch from finals at the scratch table.  Any swimmer who will not be present 

at finals no matter your initial placement (as you could be moved in to finals once scratches are 

tabulated), should scratch at the scratch table within the 30-minute period to avoid a suspension 

from the remainder of the meet and a fine from Gulf Swimming of $50.  After the 30-minute period, no 

further scratches will be accepted, the existing scratches will be tabulated and the finalists and 2 alternates 

for the event shall be set. 

 

- Once all scratches are tabulated and all finals heats are set, finals heat sheet and estimated timeline 

will be posted immediately after on PACK Swimming website at www.Packswimming.com  under 

“Hosted Meets” page. 
 

 

https://www.facebook.com/PACK-Swimming-198712450171752

